
A $1800-$2700 deposit is required to get started. 
That's get you from Songwriting all the way through the Vocal Tracking Session.

For me to start the editing, post production, mixing, and mastering stage, the reamining $1800-$2700 must be paid.

$3600-$5400

YOUR INVESTMENT

Songwriting Consultation
I will come out to where you guys practice, or listen to your demos, and give you detailed feedback on what to do to make your music closer to your vision. 

Songwriting
During every part of the process, from Drums to Vocals, if desired, I can give strong feedback and help you write anything from entire instrumental sections,

 to just changing a few notes on guitar. My goal is to help you achieve the vision in your head. 

Drum Programming and Quantization Session
I will meticulously program the drum parts to sound as close to a real drummer's playing as possible. This ensures it sounds punchI will meticulously program the drum parts to sound as close to a real drummer's playing as possible. This ensures it sounds punchy, but has feeling and emotion. 

Guitar Tracking Session
I will record your guitarist and ensure the guitars have feeling, but sound tight and huge. 

Bass Tracking Session
I will record  your bassist and ensure the bass sits perfect with the guitars and drums, and just sounds huge.  

Guitar and Bass Reamps
After tracking, I will reamp the guitar and bass parts through Real Amps/Axe FX II  in order to get the tones this EP needs. 

VVocal Tracking Session
This includes full vocal production from me. This includes me working side by side with your singer with melody writing, harmonies, backing vocals, and lyrics. 

This ensures that singer leave's the studio with vocal compositions that are better than anything he has done before. 

Vocal Editing
I will make sure every vocal part is in tune, on time, and sound as tight as possible to make your singer sound his absolute best. 

Post Production
From an in-depth arpeggiated synthesizer to a full orchestral compositions, whatever desire you have for your production, I can make a reality. 
I will add any hits, swells, or any other production to make your vision come to life.I will add any hits, swells, or any other production to make your vision come to life. You give me references, and I will make magic happen. 

Mixing and Mastering 
After we have made some great songs, I will work on every track to give you guys Huge, Detailed, and Professional Mix/Masters that you can confidently show the world. 

WHAT YOU GET FROM ME

4-6 full song that are 75%-100% written
Your songs don’t have to be done to get to work. I can help you write. 

Pre-production demos if available 
I don’t mind if it sounds bad, it helps me get to know your songs.

BPM for every song
Practice your songs to a click.

GGuitars with brand new strings and set up for your tuning by a professional guitar technician
We do have a guitar technician in house.

Bass with brand new strings and set up for that tuning by a professional guitar technician
We do have a bass technician in house.

Drummer needs to have knowledge of his parts well enough to communicate them
Live drum tracking is available but costs more to track them. Ask me for details.

WHAT I NEED FROM YOU

PROPOSAL


